FIRST OVER EVEREST
air pressure. Arrived at an altitude rarely attained by man, his
arteries and organs would be dilated and an unnatural pressure
created all over his body, definitely reducing the efficiency of his
brain and energy. Both observers, when working at full pres-
sure, became completely breathless, despite the flow of that
life-giving oxygen.
The pilot's cockpit is to the uninitiated a mass of instruments,
switches and taps, apparently impossible for one man to control
and operate, directing the machine at die same time. How-
ever, with the necessary drill these instruments so fix themselves
in the pilot's mind that eventually their correct use becomes
automatic. Let us glance at the instruments in this cockpit. On
the left are the fuel air-vent cock, the petrol feed tap with four
positions, engine switch, clock, air-speed indicator, altimeter,
spy-hole to check the petrol flow, camera signal lamp with its
starting and regulating switch, and two dials, one to show
number of exposures, the other to indicate the time interval, a
switch for a lamp illuminating the compass, the tail-trimming
wheel, throtde, and altitude mixture control.
In the centre is the compass, above it the oxygen flow meter
and boost gauge, and below it the rudder bias gear. On the
right are the oxygen taps, main and reserve, oxygen pressure
gauges, three heating switches for clothes, gloves and boots,
two oxygen heating switches for main and reserve, a thermo-
meter, engine starting switch, fuel gauge, fuel pressure valve,
oil pressure gauge, two oil temperature dials giving tem-
perature in and out, two dials recording revolutions per
minutes, a pressure gauge, and circular resistance controlling
the heat of his goggles. The pilot has to watch closely, and
probably to operate, most of these on any altitude flight. He
may have to do something with all of them if things go wrong,
and it is much easier to think how he would act when in the
quiet of the ground rather than when flying and distracted by
noise.
Let us suppose the pilot has seen through his petrol spy-hole
that the dark flow of the fuel has, changed to a silver colour;
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